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The Cat in the Hat knows a lot about camping!
CHECK CATALOG

The little cats join the Cat in the Hat, Fish, Nick, and Sally on a fun and frenzied outdoor adventure as they
camp, hike, and paddle their way to Fish’s family reunion.

The Emoji Movie
CHECK CATALOG

Gene, a multi-expressional emoji, sets out on a journey to become a normal emoji. Rated: PG.

Release Date: November 2017

Floogals - Mission Complete!
CHECK CATALOG

The adventures of three little aliens who, after arriving on Earth, move in with a family in order to learn
about human interactions while staying hidden.

It’s Potty Time 2017
CHECK CATALOG

Kids can tackle potty training with some of their favorite PBS Kids friends. Come along as Daniel Tiger’s
friend Prince Wednesday learns how important it is to stop and go potty right away, Peg and Cat show Big
Mouth the six steps of going potty, and Buddy and Tiny discover that all creatures poop, even really big
dinosaurs!

Release Date: September 2017

Land Before Time - Invasion of the Tinysauruses
CHECK CATALOG

Littlefoot spoils Nibbling Day and blames it on a herd of tiny mussauruses. The adults get angry and set
off an avalanche that opens a tunnel and allows two velociraptors into the valley. Everyone must work
together to chase them off. Rated G.

Release Date: September 2017
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Monster Island

CHECK CATALOG

When Lucas finds out he is not really a human, but actually a monster, the news changes his whole world!
Embarking on a quest to discover his real roots, Lucas will undergo a journey he will never forget.

Release Date: September 2017

Peanuts by Schulz: School Days
CHECK CATALOG

A collection of short stories with Snoopy and the gang.

Release Date: August 2017

Swallows and Amazons
CHECK CATALOG

Four children (the Swallows) on holiday in the Lake District sail on their own to an island and start a war
with rival children (the Amazons). In the meantime, a mysterious man on a houseboat accuses them of a
crime they did not commit.

Release Date: September 2017

Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles - Wanted: Bebop & Rocksteady
CHECK CATALOG

Dimensions collide in this time-warping special! ‘80s Shredder and Krang transport themselves to presentday New York and team up with Bebop and Rocksteady for the ultimate throwback throw-down against
the Turtles. Plus, flash back to where it all began with a rat and his four baby mutant turtles.

Release Date: September 2017

Tom and Jerry

CHECK CATALOG

The Tom-and-Jerry legacy chases through every nook and cranny of the classic animation pantheon,
spanning six decades and several famous directors. Looney Tunes icons Friz Freleng, Tex Avery and Chuck
Jones all played their part. But the enduring cat-and-mouse team was the brainchild of William Hanna and
Joseph Barbera. Their first short Puss Gets the Boot (in which Tom was called Jasper) was released with
little fanfare. Fellow animators did not consider a cat-pursuing-mouse scenario too exciting or original. But
when unleashed on exhibitors and audiences, their hilariously diabolical rivalry delighted everyone. This
2-disc set of 40 restored and remastered shorts (along with fabulous celebratory bonuses) includes nine
Academy Award nominees and seven winners.* And with this in hand, you’re a winner too!

